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OWING TO OFFICIAL BUSINESS, MR. H. MORRISON,. HOME

SECRETARY AND MINISTER OF HOME SECURITY, WAS UNABLE

TO ATTEND THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE INSTITUTION OF

FIRE ENGINEERS IN LONDON AT NOON TODAY, AND MISS

ELLEN WILKININSON, M.P.
,

HIS PARLIAMENTARY SECRETARY,
DEPUTISED FOR HIM AND READ MR, MORRISON’S SPEECH

AS FOLLOWS

"We have a group of men called Honorary Fire Observers whose job it is to

attend fares, observe them in progress, and report to the Research Division cf

the Ministry of Home Security any fact which seems to be/Scientific interest.
There are 56 honorary observers. Most have been doing this work since 1942.

"These men are scientists of high standing. Their work as Fire Observers
is voluntary and unpaid, and it sometimes involves working under very unpleasant
conditions".

Every raid, indeedevery important lull fire, Mr, Morrison added, was the

subject of most detailed reports. In this way we were accumulating invaluable

information to help build up a scientific picture of the growth of fires.

"There is still some misunderstanding about the job the N.F.S, has to do

under present conditions", continued Mr. Morrison. "It must be remembered that

the Service is organised to fight large scale enemy attacks and that this

involves strategical planning.

"people do not always understand that in the orisis of very heavy raiding

certain targets, such as docks and war factories, have sometimes to be given
priority over houses. The fact remains that every corner of the country is

now covered by the N.F.S., that there is a greatly increased capacity to

concentrate appliances so as to meet demands at any point and that the quality
of service is practically uniform".

Dealing with the choice of officers, Mr, Morrison said that successful

experiments had been made in submitting N.F.S. candidates to the War Office

Selection Boards, the tests being modified to suit the special requirements cf

the Fire Service, The Service had a right to good officers, and he hoped to

be able to extend these methods of selection to lower rank officers.

Early in 1942, Mr. Morrison said-, a movement was initiated to secure

voluntary association between works’ fire brigades and the N.F.S, Over 800

works’ fire brigades, involving .about 28,000 men, had become affiliated, their •'

chief officers being given appropriate part-time officer rank in the N.F.S, A

number of these fire brigades were prepared to fight fires outside their

premises. Many were exceedingly efficient, as anyone knew who saw something of

their wonderful work during the blitz, particularly in Coventry,
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